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1.0: Summary and Background 
Allotrope Foundation is currently accepting proposals for the Development of a High-Level API in support 

of Tabular Graph Models Utilizing the Allotrope Data Format (ADF) within the Allotrope Foundation’s 

framework of products.1  

The purpose of this Request for Proposal (RFP) is to solicit proposals from various candidate individuals or 

organizations, conduct a fair and extensive evaluation based on criteria listed herein, and select the 

candidate who best presents the capability to meet Allotrope Foundation’s strategic development and 

support needs. 

The Allotrope Foundation is a not-for-profit organization that was founded in 2013 and is focused on 

developing new technological solutions to revolutionize the way insights are acquired and shared by 

standardizing and linking scientific data. Our international community currently consists of scientific 

instrument and solution vendors as well as biopharmaceutical and technology companies of various sizes 

who are seeking quicker and deeper insight into their data. 

The Allotrope Foundation headquarters is in Washington, D.C. with a remote Product Team, and Allotrope 

Foundation Members working from their respective company sites. 

2.0 Proposal Guidelines 
This Request for Proposal represents the requirements for an open and competitive process. Please 

submit your response electronically. Submission details can be found in the section 4 of this document.  

Responses received after the requested due date may not benefit from full consideration and may be 

excluded from the selection process. All proposals must be signed by either an official agent or 

representative of the company submitting the proposal. 

If the organization submitting a proposal is proposing or considering to outsource or contract with another 

entity to perform any work to meet the requirements contained herein, this must be clearly stated in the 

proposal.  Additionally, all costs included in proposals must be all-inclusive to include any outsourced or 

contracted work.  Any proposals which call for outsourcing or contracting work must include a name and 

description of the organizations being contracted.  Additionally, responses which propose the use of 

external software tools or libraries which may present limitations to the use of third-party or other 

licensing within the software must include information on the nature, cost or duration of use of such 

licenses.   

All costs must be itemized to include an explanation of all fees and costs.   

Contract terms and conditions will be negotiated upon selection of the winning bidder for this RFP.  All 

contractual terms and conditions will be subject to review by Allotrope Foundation legal counsel and will 

include scope, budget, schedule where applicable, and other necessary items pertaining to this RFP. 

2.1 Additional Conditions 
1. This RFP is not an offer or a contract 

2. Proposals submitted in response to this RFP become property of Allotrope Foundation (AF) 

3. Respondents will not be compensated or reimbursed for any costs incurred as part of the RFP 

process 



4. Responses to RFPs should contain only high-level discussions of product development efforts and 

should not contain trade secrets or confidential information. AF does not make any confidentiality 

commitments with respect to RFP submissions, but agrees not to publicly distribute the RFP 

responses outside the consortium or share RFP responses with other respondents or members of 

the Allotrope Partner Network (APN) 

5. AF is not obligated to contract for any of the products and services described in this RFP 

6. AF reserves the right to: 

a. Accept or reject any or all proposals 

b. Waive any anomalies in proposals 

c. Negotiate with any or all respondents 

d. Modify or cancel this RFP at any time 

3.0: Purpose and Description 

3.1 Background 
The tabular and aggregation model approaches for Allotrope Data Models leverage a small number of 

semantic data patterns2 for data representation. These patterns are repeated across all valid tabular and 

aggregation models to enable a consistent means of accessing and writing data for these models, which 

allows for re-use of the same SPARQL queries across different modelling domains.  

3.2 Purpose 
The purpose of the project is to create a high level tabular API to encapsulate these repeatable patterns 

into native Java and .NET objects that can be read and written easily by a developer, without any 

semantic knowledge, and translated to and from the appropriate semantic patterns within an ADF file.  

Upon successful delivery of the tabular API, Allotrope intends to establish the API as a product available 

to the AF and APN as the default access method for tabular and aggregation models. 

3.3 Project Description Requirements 
A set of Java and .NET APIs are needed which can enable a software developer to read and write ADF files 

based on Allotrope’s tabular or aggregation modelling patterns without requiring any semantic skills or 

expertise. These APIs should provide native language objects for a developer to interact with, and 

mechanisms for writing these objects to ADF files and populating the objects from ADF files. The high-

level APIs are expected to leverage the existing Allotrope ADF low-level APIs to perform ADF-related 

operations, and should be viewed as an abstraction layer over these low-level APIs to ease uptake for the 

specific use case of tabular and aggregation models. 

A future set of Python APIs (to be developed as wrappers to the Java APIs) is out of scope within this RFP.   

3.3.1 Additional Requirements 
1. The underlying version of the Low-Level ADF Library API6 shell be 1.5.1. Newer minor versions 

with no Low-Level API breaking changes shell be supported as well.   
2. The API will be provided in both Java and .NET variants 
3. The API implementations will follow common coding conventions and API best practices of Java 

and .NET, respectively, to ensure seamless use by developers of those languages. For example, 
Java methods are named in camelCase and should generally use getters and setters to access 



fields, and .NET methods are named in PascalCase and should generally use property accessors 
to access fields.  

4. The Java API must function under the OpenJDK on Java 8 and above as a minimum. 
5. Both APIs should be packaged using the same dependency management toolchains as the 

existing Allotrope APIs; currently Maven for Java and NuGet for .NET using “PackageReference” 
format to manage the project dependencies. 

6. The high-level tabular APIs should minimize use of any dependencies not already required by the 
existing Allotrope APIs; in particular, dependencies that require a copyleft style license must not 
be used. 

7. A suite of appropriate unit tests, automated functional tests, and performance tests (for example 
comparing identical read/write operations scenarios between the ADF Low-Level APIs and the 
High-Level APIs) should be built to test the APIs and included in the delivered material. 

8. Deliverables must include complete source code along with automated build scripts and 
documentation able to perform continuous integration and delivery through a system such as 
GitLab CI or a similar tool acceptable to Allotrope Foundation. 

It is expected that all content produced by this project, including but not limited to source code, testing 
materials, and documentation will be owned by Allotrope Foundation and licensed by AF in any manner 
it so chooses, including the release of the package using an open-source or similar permissive license. As 
such, it is important that the respondent’s strategy to deliver the product takes into account any licensing 
issues for an open source project including not only avoiding reliance on any software tools or libraries 
where use in software released under an open source license is not legally permissible; similarly, any 
copyleft or “viral” licenses should be similarly avoided. Please include in your proposal any information 
on how your organization can facilitate or support this as an open source project. 

4.0 Project Scope 
The scope of this project includes the full lifecycle: requirements gathering, design, development, coding 

of Allotrope Foundation’s new or enhanced product, and production release. Documents for all lifecycle 

phases shall be generated by the selected bidder: analysis, design, build, testing, and release to be shared 

with the Allotrope Foundation Product Team. 

The selected bidder will be responsible for planning and aligning on specifications with assistance from 

Allotrope Foundation designated representatives. 

4.1 Design and Test Specifications 
The following criteria are in scope and must be met to achieve a successful project: 

1. Build an API in Java and .NET supporting the reading and writing of ADF files using tabular and 
aggregation pattern models without an individual using the library being required to have any 
semantic background 

a. The API must provide simple Data Access Objects (DAO) representing leaf nodes (key 
value pairs) mapping to the tabular model pattern (Datum) as documented in the ADM 
pattern catalog2 

1. Tabular datum predicates currently used are af-x:has value, qudt:numericValue 
with qudt:unit, and af-x:has class 

2. The API must support all three of these patterns, either through the same DAO or 
specific ones for each pattern 



b. API must provide simple DAOs representing leaf nodes (key value pairs) mapping to the 
aggregation model patterns (Datum, Aggregation, and Indexed) as documented in the 
ADM pattern catalog 

1. These patterns may be combined with multiple layers of aggregation, which the 
API must support 

c. The API must provide a simple means of populating the above DAOs from a provided ADF 
file supporting an Allotrope Data Model (ADM) that is a tabular- or aggregation-type 
model. For example, a method readAdf(AdfFile) returning a List of DAOs.  

d. The API must provide a means of programmatically creating and modifying the above 
DAOs and writing the results to a new ADF file at a specified path. For example, a method 
createAdf(AdfFile, List<DAO>) taking the List of DAOs to be written and the ADF file to 
write them to. 

e. The API must provide a means of programmatically modifying the above DAOs and 
updating the contents of an existing ADF file at a specified path. For example, a method 
updateAdf(AdfFile, List<DAO>) taking the List of DAOs to be written and the ADF file to 
update. 

f. The API must provide a means of writing an Allotrope defined manifest to a new or 
existing ADF file. 

g. The API must support optional recording of any write actions as a record in the audit trail 
of the ADF file. 

h. The API must support optional activation and use of the ADF checksums feature. 
2. Test the API for completeness and correctness of output, and usability of API  

a. Artifacts must be readable and writable by the existing Allotrope low-level APIs 
b. All fields specified to the write API must be present in the resulting ADF 
c. Fields not specified to the write API must not be present in the resulting ADF 

1. Keys with no value are considered “present” for this purpose 
d. All fields in a valid tabular ADF read by the API must be reflected in the resulting data 

objects 
e. Fields not present in a valid tabular ADF read by the API must not be reflected in the 

resulting data objects 
1. Null representations in fields are acceptable where this matches the paradigm of 

the API programming language 
3. Allotrope shall also test the API for conformance and usability, through the test suite provided by 

the vendor as well as internal expertise.  
4. Produce suitable binary artifacts for the API for both Java and .NET and supply automated build 

scripts and documentation to do so for future releases: 

a. Java should be packaged for use as a Maven package, in the same manner as the existing 
Allotrope API 

b. .NET should be packaged for use as a NuGet package, using “PackageReference” format 

to manage the project dependencies, in the same manner as the existing Allotrope API 

5. Provide appropriate documentation for the API 

a. Java should provide Javadoc for the API as a minimum 
b. .NET should provide XML Documentation comments for the API as a minimum 



4.2 Optional Features 

1. Design the API such that functionality to read compatible tabular or aggregation ADFs can be 
released as a separate standalone product, with no write functionality included in that version. 

2. Test the API performance characteristics (For example comparing identical read/write operations 
scenarios between the ADF Low-Level APIs and the High-Level APIs) 

3. Provide a mechanism for auto generation of Allotrope Data Model (ADM)-specific API objects, e.g. 
a balance-specific Result object with pre-populated field names matching real-world usage of the 
fields.  

a. Artifacts created by the API for a given ADM must pass the SHACL for that ADM  

4.3 Project Management 
Throughout the project development and execution ongoing scheduled meeting with the Allotrope 

Foundation product team will be conducted to discuss product design considerations, project execution 

and demonstrations. The meetings cycle will be pending project progress and/or group alignment. 

4.4 Timeline 
All timelines are anticipated dates and are subject to change. All proposals in response to this RFP are due 

via email no later than 5pm EST September 2nd, 2020. Submissions received after this date are not 

guaranteed to have full consideration. 

Evaluation of proposals will be conducted starting Sept. 2nd, 2020. If additional information or discussions 

are needed with any bidders during this time window, the bidder(s) will be notified. 

The selection decision for the winning bidder will be made no later than Oct 2nd, 2020. 

Upon notification, the contract negotiation with the winning bidder will begin immediately.  Contract 

negotiations will be completed by Oct 22nd, 2020. 

Notifications to bidders who were not selected will be completed by Oct 29th, 2020. 

5.0 Budget 
All proposals must include proposed costs to complete the tasks described in the scope.  Costs should be 

stated as one-time, non-recurring costs (NRC) or monthly recurring costs (MRC) if applicable.  

 5.1 Additional Budget Considerations  
• Travel Time will not be reimbursed 

• Pre-approved Travel Expenses will be subject to the Allotrope travel guidelines which will be 

provided to the selected vendor  

6.0 Bidder Qualifications 
The organization selected and contracted to conduct the work effort must be a member in good standing 

of the Allotrope Partner Network (APN) on or before the date the contract is executed and throughout 

the duration of the contract.   

Bidders should provide the following items as part of their proposal for consideration: 



• Description of experience in designing, building, and deploying an integrated software product 

solution related to or within semantics or similar technical taxonomy or ontology-based product 

• List of how many full-time, part-time, and contractor staff in your organization, as well as which 

staff member(s) would be supporting Allotrope Foundation’s Support & Maintenance contract if 

known. 

o Anticipated resources you will assign to this service (total number, role, title, experience) 

• Examples of three or more products designed and implemented or supported by your 

organization which are relevant to this RFP 

• Testimonials from past clients on similar or related projects 

• Details of applicable best practices with regards to software development processes which are 

currently used within your company as they relate to this RFP 

• Project management methodology 

7.0 Access to Applicable Material for Response 
For non-Allotrope APN partners to gain access to relevant API information, please inquire to the below 

email and/or secretariat@allotrope.org to review the options which are available in order to gain access 

to the relevant information. 

8.0 Proposal Evaluation Criteria 
Allotrope Foundation will evaluate all proposals based on the following criteria.  Please note that as a 

policy Allotrope Foundation does not share or discuss the results of the proposal evaluation process nor 

provide any feedback why a bidder was not selected. 

To ensure consideration for this Request for Proposal, your proposal should be complete and include all 

the following criteria: 

• Overall proposal suitability: proposed solution(s) must meet the scope and needs included herein 

and be presented in a clear and organized manner 

• Organizational Experience: Bidders will be evaluated on their experience as it pertains to the 

scope of this RFP 

• Previous work: Bidders will be evaluated on examples of their work pertaining to the technical 

design and or support as well as client testimonials and references 

• Value and cost: Bidders will be evaluated on the cost of their solution(s) based on the work to be 

performed in accordance with the scope of this RFP 

• Technical expertise and experience: Bidders must provide descriptions and documentation of 

staff technical expertise and experience 

8.1 Peer Questions and Answers  
In the event that clarifying questions are asked to the Allotrope team, the prudent questions will be 

deidentified as necessary to shield the requester and then the questions and answers will be posted to 

the Allotrope website where the RFP document is posted. This is to keep all interested parties informed 

of insights or oversights by the Allotrope team and to ensure an equal opportunity to all potential 

bidders. 

mailto:secretariat@allotrope.org


8.2 Submission 
Each bidder must submit their proposal to the email address below by the day and time noted above in 

Section 4: 

matthew.fox@allotrope.org 

9.0 References 
1. Description of Allotrope Framework: https://www.allotrope.org/allotrope-framework 

2. Allotrope GitLab Repository for ADM Patterns: https://gitlab.com/allotrope/adm-patterns 

a. Note: This is only available to members or partners of the Allotrope Foundation 

Community. See Section 7.0 above for additional information. 

3. HDF5: https://www.hdfgroup.org 

4. RDF Data Model: https://www.w3.org/RDF 

5. W3C: https://www.w3.org 

6.    ADF Library folder on Client Connect: https://highq.in/9amtgyxjms   
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